
Biography
Meg Benedicte is the owner of Soulful Services LLC, a holistic-based business in Mt. Shasta, Ca. In 1994, Ms. 
Benedicte experienced a profound awakening that activated her inherent template for utilizing the Quantum VortexTM 
as a powerful tool for transformation. Through extensive research in Bio-Energetics and Quantum Healing, Ms. 
Benedicte discovered the magnitude of change possible when tapping into the Zero Point Field of vortex energy. 
According to research physicists, a spinning Torus Vortex provides access to the most powerful 
force in the Universe - the GForce.

With this transformational quantum technique, Ms. Benedicte can access unlimited free energy to 
eradicate disease, polarity and the decomposition of time. She helps clients to quickly shift 
consciousness, unlock karma and remove energetic patterns so they can clear out-of-date 3D 
systems that limit their human experience.

By utilizing sacred geometry and Phi Harmonics to enhance wave 
inter-action, she developed the powerful Quantum VortexTM 
Meditations that are coded to bend space, access the 5th Dimension 
and open the crown chakra portal to the higher self. 

For the past 20 years, Ms. Benedicte has been sharing these dramatic findings in her 
proprietary process, in the Quantum VortexTM Certificate Teleseminars and with global 
audiences in telecasts/webinars, various speaking events, radio shows, blogs and articles, CD 
Meditations, and her book, Soul Realized: Unlocking the Sacred Keys of Becoming a Divine 
Human.

During 2013, Ms. Benedicte will continue to offer monthly Global Intention Meditations that focus on birthing a New Earth 
paradigm, along with her powerful weekly Quantum VortexTM Energy Healing Activations to her subscription Membership. 
Her loyal clients regularly experience deep healing along with an abundance of life force, all while releasing limiting 
programs and energy patterns, fears and belief systems that have long blocked their well-being and self-realization. 

To learn more about this “Life Tool” and how to apply it during this Year of Empowerment 2013, 
please visit newearthcentral.com, vortexmeditation.com, and megbenedicte.com

Twitter: @soulfulservices
Facebook: facebook.com/VortexMeditation 

Website: NewEarthCentral.com
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